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IntroductionThe original motivation1 for the work described in this paper was to determine the prooftheoretic strength of the type theories implemented in the proof development systemsLego and Coq, [Luo and Pollack 92, Barras et al 96]. These type theories combine theimpredicative type of propositions2, from the calculus of constructions, [Coquand 90],with the inductive types and hierarchy of type universes of Martin-Lof's constructive typetheory, [Martin-Lof 84]. Intuitively there is an easy way to determine an upper boundon the proof theoretic strength. This is to use the `obvious' types-as-sets interpretationof these type theories in a strong enough classical axiomatic set theory. The elementaryforms of type of Martin-Lof's type theory have their familiar set theoretic interpretation,the impredicative type of propositions can be interpreted as a two element set and thehierarchy of type universes can be interpreted using a corresponding hierarchy of stronglyinaccessible cardinal numbers. The assumption of the existence of these cardinal numbersgoes beyond the proof theoretic strength of ZFC. But Martin-Lof's type theory, evenwith its W types and its hierarchy of universes, is not fully impredicative and has prooftheoretic strength way below that of second order arithmetic. So it is not clear thatthe strongly inaccessible cardinals used in our upper bound are really needed. Of coursethe impredicative type of propositions does give a fully impredicative type theory, whichcertainly pushes up the proof theoretic strength to a set theory3, Z�, whose strength iswell above that of second order arithmetic. The hierarchy of type universes will clearly�This paper was written while on sabbatical leave from Manchester University. I am grateful to mytwo departments for making this possible. I am also grateful to Nijmegen University Computer ScienceDepartment for supporting my visit there. Some of the ideas for this paper were developed during thatvisit.1The same motivation may be found in [Werner 97]. More or less the same tools are used there ashere; i.e. the TS and ST interpretations. But that paper focuses on slightly di�erent results to the onesobtained here.2Here we will ignore the use of any rules for putting types other than � types into the impredicativetype of propositions3The theory Z� is obtained from Zermelo set theory, Z, by only using formulae with restrictedquanti�ers in the separation axiom scheme 1



lead to some further strengthening. But is it necessary to go beyond ZFC to get an upperbound?Surprisingly perhaps, the `obvious' types-as-sets interpretation4 has hardly been stud-ied systematically5. So it is the main aim of this paper to start such a systematic study.In section 2 we �rst present some of the details of the TS interpretation of a type theoryMLWext that is a reformulation of Martin-Lof's extensional type theory withW types butno type universes. This interpretation is carried out in the standard axiomatic set theoryZFC and so gives a proof theoretic reduction of MLWext to ZFC. Of course this result ismuch too crude and we go on in section 2 to describe two approaches to getting a betterresult.The �rst approach is to make the type theory classical by adding the natural formula-tion of the law of excluded middle. It turns out that to carry through the interpretationwe need to strengthen the set theory by adding a global form of the axiom of choice andwe get a proof theoretic reduction of MLWext + EM to ZFGC. Fortunately it is knownthat the strengthened set theory is not proof theoretically stronger, so that we do get areduction of MLWext + EM to ZFC.Section 2 ends with the second approach, which is to replace the classical set theory bya constructive set theory, CZF+, that is based on intuitionistic logic rather than classicallogic. So we get a reduction of MLWext to CZF+.In section 3 we extend the results of section 2 by adding �rst a type universe reectingthe forms of type of MLWext and then an in�nite cumulative hierarchy of such typeuniverses. To extend the TS interpretation to the resulting type theories we use, inclassical set theory, strongly inaccessible cardinal numbers for the type theories with EM,and in constructive set theory, inaccessible sets as introduced in [Gri�or and Rathjen 96].Finally in section 3, we formulate type theories having rules for the impredicative typeof propositions of the calculus of constructions and formulate corresponding axioms ofconstructive set theory and again describe how each of these type theories has a TSinterpretation into a corresponding set theory.In section 4 we briey describe how the sets-as-trees interpretation of CZF into thetype theory MLWU, �rst presented in [Aczel 78] and then developed further in [Aczel 82,Aczel 86, Gri�or and Rathjen 94, Gri�or and Rathjen 96], extends to the other set the-ories, giving reductions to the corresponding type theories with an extra type universe.Fortunately each type theory with an in�nite hierarchy of type universes is proof theo-retically as strong as the type theory with a type universe added on top, so that we endup with results stating that to each of the type theories we consider that have an in�nitehierarchy of type universes there is a corresponding set theory of the same proof theoreticstrength. In particular the type theory MLWPU<!, that is our aproximation to the typetheories implemented in Lego and Coq, has the same proof theoretic strength as the settheory CZF+pu<!. This last result does not solve the original problem motivating ourwork as the set theory is unfamiliar. Nevertheless I think that it does give a new handleon the problem. The new set theory is an interesting one and I plan to present someresults about it on a future occasion.In section 1 we set up our particular approach to the syntax of our type theoriesand the ST interpretation of them. We have tried to make this a simple as possible.We have prefered to focus on extensional Martin-Lof type theories having extensional4Here abbreviated TS interpretation.5But see [Werner 97]. 2



equality types Eq(A; a1; a2) for the ST interpretation, as the rules for these types areeasily justi�ed. We have also added equality types EQ(A1; A2) for the same reason. Forthe reverse sets-as-trees interpretation these equality types are not needed, but nor areany intensional equality types needed, so we can simply drop the extensionality rules.1 The general form of the syntax and set theoreticalsemantics of our type theories1.1 SyntaxWe give the general form of the syntax of the type theories we will consider.1.1.1 PseudotermsThe pseudoterms, M , are given by the following abstract syntax.M ::= x j c0 j c1(M) j c2(M;M) j c3(M;M;M) j (Qx : M)Mwhere x : V AR, c0 : C0, c1 : C1, c2 : C2, c3 : C3 and Q : QUANT . Here V ARS is anin�nite set of variables and the �nite sets Ci, for i = 0; 1; 2; 3, and QUANT will dependon the type theory.Each Q operates as a variable binder so that free occurrences of x in M 0 get bound in(Qx : M)M 0. The notions of free and bound occurrences of variables and the substitutionoperation are de�ned in the standard way. We write M [M1; : : : ;Mn=x1; : : : xn] for theresult of simultaneously substituting Mi for xi in M , for i = 1; : : : n, relabelling boundvariables in the usual way so as to avoid variable clashes. For this we assume that thevariables x1; : : : ; xn are pairwise distinct. In general we will not distinguish betweenpseodoterms that only di�er in a suitable relabelling of the bound variables.1.1.2 Pseudojudgements and the formal judgements of a type theoryDe�nition 1.1 A pseudojudgement has the form� ) Bwhere � is a pseudocontext and B is a pseudobody.� A pseudocontext is a �nite sequence x1 : M1; : : : ; xn : Mn of pseudodeclara-tions, xi : Mi for i = 1; : : : ; n where each Mi is a pseudoterm and each xi : V ARand, for 1 � j < i, xi is distinct from xj and is not free in Mj.� A pseudobody has one of the following four forms.M type;M1 = M2;M0 : M;M1 = M2 : MWhen the pseudocontext is the empty sequence then we get a pseudojudgement ) Bwhich will usually simply be written B.3



If � is a pseudocontext x1 : M1; : : : ; xn : Mn then a variable y is new to � if y is distinctfrom each xi and not free in any Mi.Note: If � is a pseudocontext x1 : M1; : : : ; xn :Mn, x is a variable distinct from each xiandM is a pseudoterm that has no free occurrences of any xi then x1 : M1[M=x]; : : : ; xn :Mn[M=x] is also a pseudocontext that we will abbreviate �[M=x]. Also we can de�nethe result B[M=x] of substituting M for x in a pseudobody B in the obvious way. Forexample (M1 = M2)[M=x] is de�ned to be M1[M=x] = M2[M=x].The rules of inference of the type theories that we will consider will be given schemat-ically and will have instances of the following form.J1 � � � JkJwhere k � 0 and J1 � � �Jk are the premisses and J is the conclusion of the instance,both the premisses and the conclusion being pseudojudgements. When k = 0, so thatthere are no premisses then the line above the conclusion will be omitted in writting theinference.The schemes presenting the rules will have the abbreviated form�1 ) B1 � � � �k ) Bk�) B ;which is unabbreviated by making explicit an implicit pseudocontext metavariable �of the scheme by adding it to the front of the left hand side of each premiss and theconclusion to get the scheme �;�1 ) B1 � � � �;�k ) Bk�;�) B :Note that an unabbreviated scheme will generally involve metavariables and an instanceof the scheme will be obtained by substituting for the metavariables, provided that theside conditions of the scheme hold.A pseudojudgement is a theorem and so a formal judgement of the type theory, ifit is in the smallest class of pseudojudgements that includes the conclusion wheneverit includes the premisses of any instance of a rule of the type theory. Whenever apseudocontext � appears in a formal judgement � ` B then we call � a context.All our type theories will have a common list of general rules of inference. These comeunder three headings, assumption rules, equality rules and substitution rules.1.1.3 General RulesAssumption Rules In these rules the variable x must be new to the implicit context�; i.e. not appear in �. A typex : A) x : A �) B A typex : A;�) BEquality RulesA typeA = A A1 = A2A2 = A1 A1 = A2 A2 = A3A1 = A3a : Aa = a : A a1 = a2 : Aa2 = a1 : A a1 = a2 : A a2 = a3 : Aa1 = a3 : A4



a : A1 A1 = A2a : A2 a1 = a2 : A1 A1 = A2a1 = a2 : A2Substitution Rule x : A;�) B a : A�[a=x]) B[a=x]Congruence Rulesx : A;�) C type a1 = a2 : A�[a1=x]) C[a1=x] = C[a2=x] x : A;�) c : C a1 = a2 : A�[a1=x]) c[a1=x] = c[a2=x] : C[a1=x]1.2 Types-as-SetsWe now assume given a �xed type theory T and a �xed set theory S. We will workinformally in the set theory S.A types-as-sets interpretation (TS interpretation) of T in S is determined by thefollowing set theoretic data.� For each c0, a set co0� For each cn, where n = 1; 2; 3, a de�nable n-place operation con assigning a setco1(A1; : : : ; An) to each n-tuple A1; : : : ; An of sets.� For each Q, a de�nable operation Qo that assigns to each set B that is a functiona set Qo(B). In practise, if A is a set and F is a de�nable unary operation onsets then, using the Replacement Axiom Scheme, that will be available in our settheory, we may form the set B = f(a; F (a)) j a 2 Ag which is a function de�nedon A. The result of applying Qo to this set B will be written (Qoa 2 A)F (a).1.2.1 The interpretation functionsBy a variable assignment we mean a set theoretic function that assigns a set �(x) toeach variable x.We can de�ne the function mapping each variable assignment � to the interpretation[[M ]]� of M , for each pseudoterm M . The de�nition is by structural induction on theformation of the pseudoterm M , using the variable assignment when M is a variable andusing the corresponding operation on sets, as illustrated earlier, for each other form ofexpression.In the following n = 1; 2 or 3. [[x]]� = �(x)[[c0]]� = co0[[cn(M1; : : : ;Mn)]]� = con([[M1]]�; : : : ; [[Mn]]�)[[(Qx : M)M 0]]� = (Qoa 2 [[M ]]�)[[M 0]]�(a=x)Here �(a=x) is the variable assignment �0 that is like � except that �0(x) = a.The following lemmas are proved by a routine induction on the structure of thepseudoterm M . 5



Lemma 1.2 If the variable x is not free in the pseudoterm M and �, �0 are variableassignments that agree except possibly at x then [[M ]]� = [[M ]]�0 .Lemma 1.3 (Substitution Lemma) For all pseudoterms M , M 0, all variables x andall variable assignments � [[M [M 0=x]]]� = [[M ]]�([[M 0]]�=x):1.2.2 SoundnessDe�nition 1.4 If � is a pseudocontext x1 : M1; : : : ; xn : Mn then let � j= � if�(xi) 2 [[Mi]]� for i = 1; : : : n:Lemma 1.5 If � is a pseudocontext x1 : M1; : : : ; xn : Mn, x is a variable distinct fromeach xi and M is a pseudoterm that has no free occurrences of any xi then for eachvariable assignment � � j= �[M=x] () �([[M ]]�=x) j= �:De�nition 1.6 We de�ne � j= B for each form of pseudobody B.� � j= M type for any pseudoterm M ,� � j= M1 = M2 if [[M1]]� = [[M2]]�,� � j= M : M 0 if [[M ]]� 2 [[M 0]]�,� � j= M1 = M2 : M 0 if [[M1]]� = [[M2]]� 2 [[M 0]]�,Lemma 1.7 � j= B[M=x] () �([[M ]]�=x) j= B.De�nition 1.8 A pseudojudgement �) B is valid, written j= �) B if, for all variableassignments �, � j= � implies � j= B:De�nition 1.9 A rule of inference is sound if, for every instanceJ1 � � � JkJof the rule, if the premisses are valid then so is the conclusion; i.e.j= J1 & � � �& j= Jk implies j= J:Proposition 1.10 Each general rule is sound. Moreover, for each quanti�er Q of thetype theory the following congruence rule is sound.x : M )M1 =M2(Qx : M)M1 = (Qx : M)M2The proof of this result is straightforward. The assumption and equality rules are trivial.The substitution and congruence rules make use of previously stated lemmas.The type theory T is sound if each of its rules is sound. The following result is bystructural induction following the inductive de�nition of the formal judgements of a typetheory.Lemma 1.11 If the type theory T is sound then every formal judgement of T is valid.When we have a sound TS interpretation of a type theory T in a set theory S we willwrite T �TS S. 6



2 The theory MLWextWe will start with the theory MLW. The abstract syntax of the theory is determined bythe following syntax equations.c0 ::= 0 j 1 j 2 j � j 1 j 2;c1 ::= R0 j �1 j �2;c2 ::= R1 j pair j sup j app j rec;c3 ::= R2;Q ::= � j � jW j �:2.1 Some de�ned forms of pseudoterm(M1 !M2) = (� : M1)M2(M1 �M2) = (� :M1)M2(M1 +M2) = (�x : 2)R2(M1;M2; x)N = (Wx : 2)R2(0; 1; x)Note that the underscore, , in the �rst two de�nitions represents a vacuous variable; i.e.a variable that is being bound by � and � but does not occur in M2.2.2 Special Rules for MLWType Formation Rulesc type (c 2 f0; 1; 2g)A1 type A2 type c : 2R2(A1; A2; c) typex : A) B type(Qx : A)B type (Q 2 f�;�;Wg)Using the de�nitions above we have the following derived type formation rules.N type A1 type A2 type(A1#A2) type (# 2 f!; �; +g)Introduction Rules� : 1 1 : 2 2 : 2x : A) b : B(�x : A)b : (�x : A)Bx : A) B type a : A b : B[a=x]pair(a; b) : (�x : A)Bx : A) B type a : A f : (B[a=x]! (Wx : A)B)sup(a; b) : (Wx : A)B7



Special Congruence Rulesx : A) B1 = B2(Qx : A)B1 = (Qx : A)B2 (Q 2 f�; �; Wg)x : A) b1 = b2 : B(�x : A)b1 = (�x : A)b2 : (�x : A)BElimination rules x : 0) C type a : 0R0(a) : C[a=x]x : 1) C type a : 1 c : C[�=x]R1(c; a) : C[a=x]x : 2) C type a : 2 c1 : C[1=x] c2 : C[=x]R2(c1; c2; a) : C[a=x]x : A) B type f : (�x : A)B a : Aapp(f; a) : B[a=x]x : A) B type c : (�x : A)B� �1(c) : A�2(c) : B[�1(c)=x]� x : A) B type z : W ) C typeb : (�x : A)(�u : B !W )D(x; u) e : Wrec(b; e) : C[e=z]In the last rule we used W to abbreviate (Wx : A)B and D(x; u) to abbreviate(�y : B)C[app(u; y)=z]! C[sup(x; u)=z].
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Computation Rules A1 type A2 type� R2(A1; A2; 1) = A1R2(A1; A2; 2) = A2x : 1) C type c : C[�=x]R1(c; �) = c : C[�=x]x : 2) C type c1 : C[1=x] c2 : C[2=x]� R2(c1; c2; 1) = c1 : C[1=x]R2(c1; c2; 2) = c2 : C[2=x]x : A) b : B a : Aapp((�x : A)b; a) = b[a=x] : B[a=x]x : A) B type a : A b : B[a=x]� �1(pair(a; b)) = a : A�2(pair(a; b)) = b : B[a=x]� x : A) B type z :W ) C typeb : (�x : A)(�u : B !W )D(x; u) a : A f : B[a=x]! Wrec(b; sup(a; f)) = app(app(app(b; a); f); g) : C[sup(a; f)=z]In this last rule we used the following abbreviations.W for (Wx : A)B;D(x; u) for (�y : B)C[app(u; y)=z]! C[sup(x; u)=z];g for (�y : B[a=x])rec(b; app(f; y)):2.3 Extending to MLWextWe �rst extend the syntax equations as follows.c2 ::= � � � j EQc3 ::= � � � j EqWe add the rules of inference given by the following schemes in abbreviated form.A type a1 : A a2 : AEq(A; a1; a2) type A1 type A2 typeEQ(A1; A2) typea1 = a2 : A� : Eq(A; a1; a2) A1 = A2� : EQ(A1; A2)c : Eq(A; a1; a2)� a1 = a2 : Ac = � : Eq(A; a1; a2) c : EQ(A1; A2)� A1 = A2c = � : EQ(A1; A2)9



2.4 The TS interpretation of MLWext in ZFCWe will work informally in the set theory ZFC. We use the usual von Neumann de�nitionof the natural numbers; i.e. 0 = ;, 1 = f0g, 2 = f0; 1g, etc .... Ordered pairs are de�ned asusual; i.e. for sets a; b we de�ne (a; b) = ffag; fa; bgg. As usual functions are single valuedsets of ordered pairs. For any set b, its domain is the set dom(b) = fx j 9y (x; y) 2 bg.If a is a set and B is a de�nable operation that assigns a set B(x) to each x 2 a thenwe let �x2aB(x) be the set of all the functions f , with domain a, such that f(x) 2 B(x)for all x 2 a. Also, we let �x2aB(x) be the set of all pairs (x; y) such that x 2 a andy 2 B(x).A function coding in set theory consists of a pair of de�nable operations APP; LAMon sets, APP being binary and LAM being unary, such that the following condition holds.If f is a function and a 2 dom(f) thenAPP (LAM(f); a) = f(a):The standard example of a function coding is given by the de�nitionsAPP (a; b) = fx j 9y[x 2 y & (b; y) 2 a]gLAM(a) = afor all sets a; b. Later it will be convenient to use a non-standard function coding. In thefollowing we assume given some function coding. Given sets a; b; c; d letEXP (a; b) = fLAM(f) j f : a! bgPIx2aB(x) = fLAM(f) j f 2 �x2aB(x)g if B(x) is a set for each x 2 aAPP2(a; b; c) = APP (APP (a; b); c)APP3(a; b; c; d) = APP (APP (APP (a; b); c); d)We now present the set theoretic interpretations of the syntactic operations of MLext,leaving the interpretations for the W rules til later.0o = 0; 1o = 1; 2o = 2; �o = 0; 1o = 0; 2o = 1Ro0(a) = a; �o1(a) = fx j 9y (x; y) = ag; �o2(a) = fy j 9x (x; y) = agRo1(a; b) = a; pairo(a; b) = (a; b); appo(a; b) = APP (a; b)Ro2(a; b; c) = fx j (c = 1o & x 2 a) _ (c = 2o & x 2 b)gEQo(a; b) = fx j x = 0 & a = bg; Eqo(a; b; c) = fx j x = 0 & b = c & b 2 agIf b is a function with domain a let�o(b) = LAM(b)�o(b) = PIx2ab(x)�o(b) = �x2ab(x)To deal with the W rules we will need the following result.10



Theorem 2.11. For each set b there is a smallest set W such thatif x 2 dom(b) and f 2 EXP (b(x);W ) then (x; f) 2 W .We write W(b) for this set W .2. Given a set g letY (g) = �x2dom(g)�u2dom(APP (g;x))dom(APP2(g; x; u)):There is a smallest set f such that if (x; (u; v)) 2 Y (g) and Xu;v � f , whereXu;v = f(APP (u; y); APP (v; y)) j y 2 dom(u)g, then((x; u); APP3(g; x; u; v)) 2 f:We write R(g) for this set f .3. Given sets a; b; c, let g 2 PIx2aPIu2EXP (b(x);W )d((x; u));where W =W(b) and, for w = (x; u) 2 W ,d(w) = EXP (PIy2b(x)c(APP (u; y)); c(w)):Then R(g) is the unique function f 2 �w2W c(w) such that if w = (x; u) 2 W thenf(w) = APP3(g; x; u; LAM(H(f; u)):Here H(f; u) is the function h 2 �y2b(x)c(APP (u; y)) such thath(y) = f(APP (u; y)) for y 2 b(x):2.4.1 Proof of the theorem in ZFCThe �rst two parts of this theorem are applications of the following result.Lemma 2.2 Let � be a de�nable operation on sets such that, for some set B,whenever X is a set such that �(X) has an element then there is a surjectivefunction f : b ! X for some b 2 B. Then there is a smallest class I suchthat X � I =) �(X) � I:Moreover I is a set.To prove part 1 of the theorem ,using this lemma, it su�ces to let�(X) = f(x; LAM(f)) j x 2 dom(f) & f : b(x)! X is onto Xg;and choose B = fb(x) j x 2 dom(b)g. 11



For part 2 we let�(X) = f((x; u); APP3(g; x; u; v)) j (x; (u; v)) 2 Y (g) & X = Xu;vg;and choose B = fXu;v j (x; (u; v)) 2 Y (g)g. For part 3 of the theorem, �rstobserve that, by an easy induction following the inductive de�nition of R(g),dom(R(g)) � W . Now, by another easy induction, this time on the inductivede�nition of W , observe that, for each w = (x; u) 2 W ,APP3(g; x; u; LAM(H(f; u)))is the unique z such that (w; z) 2 R(g) and moreover z 2 c(w). All thisshows that R(g) is an f satisfying the desired conditions. Finally, anotherproof by induction on W will show that R(g) is the unique f satisfying theseconditions.We now turn to the proof of the lemma. Let � be the operation on setsgiven by �(Y ) = [X2Pow(Y )�(X);for each set Y . The operation � is monotone and we must show that it has aleast �xed point. By trans�nite recursion on ordinals we can de�ne sets I�,for ordinals �, so that I� = �(I<�);where I<� = S�<� I�. Let � be an in�nite regular ordinal such that card(b) <� for all b 2 B.Claim 1: I� � I<�To see this, let a 2 I�. Then a 2 �(X) for some set X � I<�. For each x 2 Xlet h(x) be the least ordinal  < � such that x 2 I . By the assumption on� there is b 2 B and a function f : b ! X that is onto X. If � = card(b)then � < � and there is a function g : � ! b that is onto b. It follows thath � f � g : �! �. As � is regular there is � < � such that h � f � g : �! �.As f � g is onto X it follows that h : X ! � so that X � I<� and hencea 2 I� � I<�.It is a standard consequence of this claim that I� is the least �xed pointof � and so is the desired set I of the lemma.6To interprete the extra syntax needed for the W rules we usesupo(a; b) = (a; b);reco(a; b) = R(a)(b)and if b is a function W o(b) =W(b):6This proof of the lemma uses the classical theory of cardinal numbers and uses AC. I do not thinkthat AC can be avoided. Instead of AC it may be possible to use the axiom that there are unboundedlymany regular ordinals. 12



Theorem 2.3 (ZFC) The type theory MLWext is sound.This result gives a proof theoretic reduction of the type theory MLWext to the set theoryZFC. We write MLWext �TS ZFCto express this reduction. The type theory is constructive in the sense that when thepropositions-as-types idea is used to represent logic then intuitionistic logic is representedand the law of excluded middle is not justi�ed. On the other hand the set theory isclassical. In the following two subsections we improve on the result by �rst making thetype theory classical and second by making the set theory constructive.2.5 Adding excluded middleRecall that the logical notions are represented in MLW by using the propositions-as-types idea. In particular the operation + on types represents disjunction and negation isrepresented by the operation that maps a type A to the type A! 0. So to add the lawEM of excluded middle to the type theory we extend the syntaxc1 ::= � � � j cland add the following rule. A typecl(A) : A+ (A! 0) :We call the resulting theory MLW+ EM.We need to extend the interpretation by having an equation for the new form ofpseudoterm. To do so we strengthen the axiom system ZFC by adding a one-place functionsymbol CH to the language of ZFC and adding the following global form of the axiom ofchoice. 8x[x 6= ; ! CH(x) 2 x]:The axiom schemes of ZFC should be extended to the extended language. We call theresulting axiom system ZFGC. Working in this axiom system we can de�ne an operationCL where, for each set a, CL(a) = � h;; CH(a)i if a 6= ;hf;g; ;i if a = ;We can now let clo = CL.It is easy to check that, for each pseudoterm A and each variable assignment �,� j= [cl(A) 2 A+ (A! 0)]:So we get the result that MLWext + EM �TS ZFGC:
13



2.6 Reduction to a constructive set theoryWe now follow the other strategy to improve on the result MLWext �TS ZFC. This isto weaken ZFC to a constructive set theory. In [Aczel 78] a constructive set theory CZFwas introduced that is a subtheory of ZF whose logic is intuitionistic. This set theorywas shown to have the property that when excluded middle is added to the logic then atheory CZF+EM is obtained that has the same theorems as ZF . Here we will considerthe extension CZF+ = CZF+REA of CZF obtained by adding to CZF the following axiom,that was �rst introduced in [Aczel 86].Regular Extension Axiom (REA)Every set is a subset of a regular set, where a transitive set A is a regular set if,for every a 2 A and every set R � a� A such that 8x 2 a9y 2 A[(x; y) 2 R] thereis a set b 2 A such that 8x 2 a9y 2 b[(x; y) 2 R] and 8y 2 b9x 2 a[(x; y) 2 R].The construction, in subsection 2.4, of the TS interpretation of MLWext was carried outin the set theory ZFC. It is straightforward to show that the construction can be carriedthrough in CZF+. In fact it can all be carried through in CZF, except for the proof ofLemma 2.2 The proof in ZFC that was given here of that lemma used the power setaxiom and some of the classical theory of cardinal numbers and needed the axiom ofchoice. Instead we can apply Theorem 5.2 of [Aczel 86] to see that the lemma is provablein CZF+.7So we now have the following result.Theorem 2.4 (CZF+) The type theory MLWext is sound.This can be expressed as MLWext �TS CZF+:3 Adding type universesIn this section we consider natural ways of extending the type theory MLW with one ormore type universes; i.e. types of types. In each case we de�ne a corresponding way ofextending set theory so that the TS interpretation extends to include the type universes.3.1 Adding a single reecting type universe, UWe extend the type theory MLW to MLWU by adding a type U of types that has rulesthat reect the type forming rules of MLW. First we extend the syntax withc0 ::= � � � j U:Next we add the rules given by the following schemes in abbreviated form.U type A : UA type c : U (c 2 f0; 1; 2g)7The status of CZF+EM � ZF+ REA is unclear. Every theorem is a theorem of ZFC. But it isprobable that REA is not provable in ZF. 14



A : U x : A) B : U(Qx : A)B : U (Q 2 f�; �; Wg)When extending MLWext to MLWextU we also need rules for U to reect Eq and EQ; i.e.A : U a1 : A a2 : AEq(A; a1; a2) : U A1 : U A2 : UEQ(A1; A2) : UIn order to extend the TS interpretation to MLWextU+EM it su�ces to add to ZFGC theaxiom that there is an inaccessible cardinal and interprete U as the set Uo of all sets of settheoretic rank less than the least strongly inaccessible cardinal. If we call the resultingset theory ZFGC1 then we get the reductionMLWextU + EM �TS ZFGC1:To extend the TS interpretation of MLWext in CZF+ we add to CZF+ an individualconstant u and axioms expressing that u is an inaccessible set in the sense of Gri�or andRathjen, [Gri�or and Rathjen 96] 8 We write CZF+u for the resulting theory. Now itsu�ces to take Uo = u and we get the reductionMLWextU �TS CZF+u:3.2 Adding an in�nite hierarchy, U0;U1; : : :, of reecting typeuniversesThis time we extend the syntax usingc0 ::= � � � j Un (n = 0; 1; : : :)and add rules given by the following schemes for n = 0; 1; : : :.Un type A : UnA type c : Un (c 2 f0; 1; 2g)A : U x : A) B : Un(Qx : A)B : Un (Q 2 f�; �; Wg)Un : Un+1 A : UnA : Un+1In the case of MLWext we also need the obvious rules for reecting Eq and EQ. We getthe resulting type theories MLWU<! and MLWextU<!. To extend the TS interpretationwe need to extend the classical and intuitionistic set theories in the following way. Weadd an in�nite sequence un for n = 0; 1; : : : of individual constants to the set theoreticallanguage and add axioms un 2 un+1 for n = 0; 1; : : :. In the classical case we also addaxioms that express that each un is the set of sets of rank less than a strongly inaccessiblecardinal number and in the constructive case we add axioms that express that each unis an inaccessible set. We write ZFGCu<! and CZF+u<! for the resulting extensions.We extend the TS interpretation by taking Uon = un for each n and get the followingreductions. MLWextU<! + EM �TS ZFGCu<!MLWextU<! �TS CZF+u<!8i.e. a regular set that is a transitive model of CZF+.15



3.3 Adding an impredicatively �-closed type universe PWe extend the syntax with c0 ::= � � � j Pand add rules given by the schemesP type A : PA type A : P a1 : A a2 : Aa1 = a2 : Ax : A) B : P(�x : A)B : P x : A) B1 = B2 : P(�x : A)B1 = (�x : A)B2 : PWith these rules the type P behaves like the impredicative type of propositions of thecalculus of constructions, with the additional property that all the propositions in P areproof-irrelevant. Adding these rules we get the type theories MLWP and MLWextP. Toget the type theories MLWPU and MLWextPU we need to add the previously given rulesfor U and also the following rules so that U reects P.P : U A : PA : USimilarly we can de�ne the type theories MLWPU<! and MLWextPU<!.We show how to extend the TS interpretation so as to interprete the type P andjustify its rules. In classical set theory we can interprete P as the set 2 = f0; 1g. But todo so we need to use a non-standard function coding. Recall that our TS interpretationuses an arbitrary function coding and so far the standard one has been good enough.But to justify the rules for P we use the following non-standard function coding.APP (a; b) = fy j (b; y) 2 agLAM(a) = S(x;z)2a(fxg � z)The advantage of this function coding over the standard one is that we can prove thefollowing result, which we express in a form that still usefully holds in constructive settheory. Recall that 1 = f0g.Proposition 3.1 For any set a, if B(x) � 1 for each x 2 a thenPIx2aB(x) = fy 2 1 j 8x 2 a(B(x) = 1)g � 1so that PIx2aB(x) = 1 () 8x 2 a(B(x) = 1):Note that in classical set theory the subsets of 1 are just the elements of 2 = f0; 1g. Inconstructive set theory the subsets of 1 play the role small extensional propositions andthe above result expresses that the PI operation behaves like universal quanti�cation onsuch propositions.Using this result we get the soundness of the rules for P and hence the followingreductions. MLWextP + EM �TS ZFGCMLWextPU + EM �TS ZFGC1MLWextPU<! + EM �TS ZFGCu<!16



In constructive set theory we cannot use Pow(1) = fx j x � 1g to interprete the type Pas the class Pow(1) cannot be shown to be a set in CZF or its constructive extensions.Instead we will here simply extend the theory to give us what we want. So we add a newindividual constant p to the language and add the following axioms.1. 8x 2 p x � 1,2. If B is a function with domain the set a such that 8x 2 a B(x) 2 p thenPIx2aB(x) 2 p.This gives us the extension CZF+p. For the theories CZF+pu, CZF+pu<! we also needthe axioms p 2 u, p 2 u0 respectively.Of course in the TS interpretations in our constructive set theories we let Po = p andget the following reductions. MLWextP �TS CZF+pMLWextPU �TS CZF+puMLWextPU<! �TS CZF+pu<!4 Interpreting Set Theories in Type TheoriesWe now explore to what extent the proof theoretic reductions we have obtained usingthe TS interpretation can be reversed using what we will here call the ST interpre-tation. This is the sets-as-trees interpretation that was introduced and developedin [Aczel 78, Aczel 82, Aczel 86] and has also been used in [Gri�or and Rathjen 94,Gri�or and Rathjen 96]. It is used to interprete a set theory in a type theory. Theidea for the original interpretation, in [Aczel 78], of CZF in MLWU was to interprete thesets of CZF as the well-founded trees of the type V = (Wx : U)x, the membership andequality relations of CZF being interpreted as terms �V , =V of type V ! (V ! U). Usingthe propositions-as-types idea each sentence of CZF was interpreted as a type of MLWUand it was shown that each theorem of CZF is an inhabited type of MLWU; i.e. a type Asuch that a : A can be derived in MLWU for some term a. In this way a proof theoreticreduction of CZF to MLWU is obtained that will be expressed as 9 CZF �ST MLWU. Infact, as shown in [Aczel 86], we getCZF+ �ST MLWU:Also, it is easy to see that, using the rule EM of MLWU+ EM we can justify both the lawof excluded middle and global choice for the set theory so as to get the reductionZFGC �ST MLWU+ EM:Unfortunately this and the previous reduction do not match up exactly with our earlierTS reductions. The trouble is the need to use a type universe U in our ST interpretation.In order to interprete the type universe in set theory we need to strengthen the set theorywith a set theoretic version; i.e. an inaccessible set in the constructive set theory case anda strongly inaccessible cardinal in the classical set theory case. Now, if we wish to extend9Notice that the ST interpretation does not use any kind of equality types, neither intensional norextensional, so that we have stated the stronger result of a reduction to MLWU rather than to MLWextU.17



the ST interpretation of CZF+ to an interpretation of CZF+u, we need to use two of thetype universes U0, U1 of MLWU<! and their rules and use the type V1 = (Wx : U1)x tointerprete the universe of sets of CZF+u. The inaccessible set u of CZF+u can be modelledby v0 = sup(V0; (�x : V0)h(x)) : V1 where V0 = (Wx 2 U0)x : U1 and h(x) : V1 is de�nedby trans�nite recursion on x : V0 so thath(sup(a; f)) = sup(V0; (�x : a)h(app(f; x)))for a : U0 and f : a! V0; i.e. h(x) is the term rec(b; x) where b is the term (�x : U0)(�y :x! V0)(�z : x! V1)sup(x; z).We can extend these ideas to more universes, a set theory with n inaccessibles beinggiven an ST interpretation in a type theory with n + 1 type universes, U0; : : : ;Un, withthe universe of sets of the set theory being interpreted as the type Vn = (Wx : Un)x.Fortunately we do get a matching of a set theory with a type theory of the same prooftheoretic strength when we go to the limit. First consider the type theory MLWU<!Uthat is obtained from MLWU<! by adding the type universe U at the top reecting allthe rules of MLWU<! so that in particular we have the rulesUn : U A : UnA : Ufor n = 0; 1; : : :. As above we get an ST interpretation of CZF+! into this theory, usingV = (Wx 2 U)x to interprete the universe of sets of the set theory, giving usCZF+! �ST MLWU<!U:Now observe that we have a proof theoretic reductionMLWU<!U � MLWU<!:The idea for this is that any derivation in the left hand type theory can only involve�nitely many of the type universes Ui and so can be translated into a derivation in theright hand type theory by replacing the symbol U everywhere by Un, where n is chosenlarge enough so that n > i whenever Ui occurs in the derivation. Using a previous TSreduction, we get the next result.Theorem 4.1 The following theories are of the same proof theoretic strength.� CZF+u<!� MLWU<!U� MLWU<!� MLWextU<!We have the same situation for classical set theory so that, using the fact that globalchoice does not increase the proof theoretic strength, we get the next result.Theorem 4.2 The following theories are of the same proof theoretic strength.� ZFCu<! 18



� ZFGCu<!� MLWU<!U+ EM� MLWU<! + EM� MLWextU<! + EMFinally we observe that the ST interpretation carries over to the set theory CZF+p togive the reduction CZF+p �ST MLWUPand, as above, the reduction CZF+pu<! �ST MLWPU<!:This, with a previous reduction gives us the following result.Theorem 4.3 The following theories are of the same proof theoretic strength.� CZF+pu<!� MLWPU<!� MLWextPU<!References[Aczel 78] The Type Theoretic Interpretation of Constructive Set Theory, in: MacIn-tyre, A., Pacholski, L., Paris, J. (eds), Logic Colloquium '77, (North Holland,Amsterdam, 1978).[Aczel 82] The Type Theoretic Interpretation of Constructive Set Theory: Choice Prin-ciples, in: Troelstra, S.S., van Dalen, D. (eds), The L.E.J. Brouwer CentenarySymposium, (North Holland, Amsterdam, 1982).[Aczel 86] The Type Theoretic Interpretation of Constructive Set Theory: InductiveDe�nitions, in: Marcus, R.B. et al. (eds), Logic, Methodology and Philosophy ofScience VII, (North Holland, Amsterdam, 1986).[Barras et al 96] The Coq Proof Assistant Reference Manual, Version 6.1 INRIA Tech-nical Report, 1996.[Coquand 90] Metamathematical Investigations of a Calculus of Constructions. In P.Oddifredi (editor), Logic and Computer Science. Academic Press, 1990.[Gri�or and Rathjen 94] The Strength of some Martin-Lof type theories, Archiv forMathematical Logic 33 (1994) 347-385.[Gri�or and Rathjen 96] Inaccesssibility in Constructive Set Theory and type theory,Technical Report U.U.D.M. 1996:20, Department of Mathematics, Uppsala Uni-versity. 19
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